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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by HelloFresh SE (the “Company“ and, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”). All material contained in this document and information presented is for 
information purposes only and must not be relied upon for any purpose, and does not purport to be a full or complete description of the Company or the Group. This document does not, and 
is not intended to, constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, subscribe for or otherwise acquire, any securities of the 
Company, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement or recommendation to enter into any contract or commitment or 
investment decision or other transaction whatsoever. This document is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in 
any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or 
licensing within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Company or any other Group company as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, 
completeness or correctness of the information or the opinions contained herein, for any purpose whatsoever. No responsibility, obligation or liability is or will be accepted by the Company, 
any other Group company or any of their officers, directors, employees, affiliates, agents or advisers in relation to any written or oral information provided in this document or in connection 
with the document. All information in this document is subject to verification, correction, completion, updating and change without notice. Neither the Company, nor any other Group 
company undertake any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this document or any information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such 
information.

A significant portion of the information contained in this document, including market data and trend information, is based on estimates or expectations of the Company, and there can be no 
assurance that these estimates or expectations are or will prove to be accurate. Where any information and statistics are quoted from any external source, such information or statistics should 
not be interpreted as having been adopted or endorsed by the Company or any other person as being accurate. All statements in this document attributable to third party industry experts 
represent the Company's interpretation of data, research opinion or viewpoints published by such industry experts, and have not been reviewed by them. Each publication of such industry 
experts speaks as of its original publication date and not as of the date of this document.

This document contains forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company, the Group or the industry in which the Group operates. These 
statements may be identified by words such as "expectation", "belief', "estimate", "plan", "target“ or "forecast" and similar expressions, or by their context. Forward-looking statements 
include statements regarding: strategies, outlook and growth prospects; future plans and potential for future growth; growth for products and services in new markets; industry trends; and 
the impact of regulatory initiatives. These statements are made on the basis of current knowledge and assumptions and involve risks and uncertainties. Various factors could cause actual 
future results, performance or events to differ materially from those described in these statements, and neither the Company nor any other person accepts any responsibility for the accuracy 
of the opinions expressed in this document or the underlying assumptions. No obligation is assumed to update any forward-looking statements. 
This document includes certain financial measures not presented in accordance with IFRS, including, but not limited to, AEBITDA. These financial measures are not measures of financial 
performance in accordance with IFRS and may exclude items that are significant in understanding and assessing the Company's financial results. Therefore, these measures should not be 
considered in isolation or as an alternative to result for the period or other measures of profitability, liquidity or performance under IFRS. You should be aware that the Companyʼs 
presentation of these measures may not be comparable to similarly titled measures used by other companies, which may be defined and calculated differently.
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Celebrating our 10 year anniversary, we have had a record year in multiple respects

~1bn
meals 

shipped

~€5.9bn
revenue

17k
employees 

internationally

DAX 40
index 

constituent 

7m
active 

customers

*Employee numbers, Active Customers and DAX status effective Q3 2021. 
Meals shipped and Revenue reflects outlook for 2021 in line with current guidance.
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Valeri Liborski is joining HelloFresh Group as Chief Technology Officer

25 years of experience in 
technology leadership roles 

at Amazon (Consumer), 
AWS & Microsoft

Valeri Liborski 
Chief Technology Officer
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OUR MISSION
WE CHANGE THE WAY 
PEOPLE EAT FOREVER

OUR VISION
THE WORLDʼS LEADING, 

FULLY INTEGRATED FOOD 
SOLUTIONS GROUP 
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8CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |1: Furniture and home furnishings, 2: Books, Music, Videos; Source: eMarketer

The food market is on the cusp of massive digital disruption

While groceries have the lowest 
e-commerce penetration ...

… it is by far one of the 
largest consumer markets

E-Commerce Adoption/ Penetration Rates 
[selected categories, US only; in percent]

Market Size 
[selected categories, US only, in USD bn of sales]

Food & Bev Furniture1 Apparel Books2 Furniture1 Apparel Food & Bev

5%

31%
38%

69% $1,113bn

$484bn

$338bn

$78bn

Books2
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As the market moves online, consumers will no longer make choices based on 
proximity, but on product fit and personalization 

 

  16 square miles

            30k consumers 

#1 consumer decision criteria:
PROXIMITY

    3m square miles

330m consumers 

#1 consumer decision criteria: 
PRODUCT FIT

Average Catchment 
of a US Grocery Store
 

Catchment of a US
Online Distribution Centre
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While we have shown strong topline momentum, weʼre only touching a small portion 
of meals consumed at home

< 0.45%
Penetration2

225bn+ 
Meals (at-home)1 

176m
Households

Households in our TAM... … consume ... … of which HFG currently  
only serves a fraction.

Illustrative - 1: Assumes 2.5 heads per household with 10 weekly meals from home over 52 weeks; 
2: Delivering 1bn meals annually



11CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Source: ERS USDA, Statista, Eurostat. For International, representative sample of 19 European countries pre-pandemic

Food-at-Home Spend
[in % of total food spend]

For the past 10 years we have focused on the dinner at home opportunity

50%

US International

63%

Placeholder 
Image
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For our core mealkit model, the pandemic has triggered some fundamental changes 
to previous behaviours

A

B

C

Higher work-from-home prevalence

Improved price competitiveness

Increased sustainability focus



13CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Work-from-home (fully, partially) In-person (at the workplace)

HF-Customers working-from-home 
[in % of total respondents, INT]

HF-Customers working-from-home 
[in % of total respondents, US]

A more pronounced work-from-home regime has expanded the market for meals 
consumed at home, increasing meal kit relevance

Today Next 6M Next 12M Today Next 6M Next 12M

Source:  Internal customer survey, Oct ʻ21



14CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: Inflation - U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics: Food and beverages in U.S. city average, all urban consumers, not 
seasonally adjusted. HelloFresh price - Company Data, US only; 3x2 box excluding delivery indexed to 2012. 

Our value proposition versus the market has improved consistently in real terms 

Relative Price Comparison
 [2012 indexed at 100%, US]

△ 28ppts

Food Prices

HelloFresh

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

70%

80%

90%

100%

110%

120%

130%
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Mealkit Share of HF Customer Spend 
[in % of total spend]

Source: US only, TXN CC data Q1 2021 comparison for Grocery, Restaurant and Mealkit expenditure across > 165 leading food 
brands.

Increased food spend towards lunch, 
breakfast, and in-between (snacks)

Increased share of customersʼ food 
budget spent with HelloFresh

All HF 
Customers 2019

All HF 
Customers 2021

7%

14%

+7pp

While dinner at home captures the largest part of a consumerʼs at-home food budget, 
there is tremendous opportunity to expand our relevance to other meal occasions
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We are observing a fundamental unbundling of the traditional “one-stop-shop” 
supermarket model ...

Fresh Dry AlcoholBeauty & Care Cleaning Pets

Fast delivery Online storeOrganic / Wholesale / 
Membership

Sustainable Groceries

Su
pe

rm
ar

ke
t 

Ai
sl

e ...
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Consumersʼ at-home food budgets are increasingly allocated based on ʻproduct fitʼ 
and not ʻproximityʼ (to a supermarket)

Meal kits RTE meals

Sustainable 
Groceries

Ethically sourced 
meat

10 minute Grocery

Meal replacement

Weight loss meals

… and many more!
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… to individual meal occasions

Consumer behaviour is shifting from weekly grocery runs to individual meal 
occasions

From weekly grocery runs....

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

Restaurant Food 
DeliveryHelloFresh
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… we target a larger share of meals

By moving towards a Food Solutions Group, we aim to play a pivotal role in that new 
world... 

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

Restaurant Food 
DeliveryHelloFresh

HF Customer

  Meal Kits

   Ready Meals

HelloFresh
Market

Additional
Categories
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Higher order rate 

Higher AOV (as more relevant meals and offerings available)

Additional margin capture 

New customers

Executing against this vision will have a beneficial impact on both attracting new 
customers and better servicing existing customers

Existing customers

✔
✔
✔

Attract entirely new customer segments

More mass market appeal 

Lower CACs

✔
✔
✔
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Lines represent unweighted average revenue retention for Q4-->Q3 cohorts, X Quarters after initial acquisition. Where cohort data 
is unavailable for the latter 3 quarters plotted, the average is taken only from the realised quarters. Example: For the Q4 2019 line, 
the Q5 point is the average of the four cohorts from Q42019 to Q3 2020, the Q7 data point is the average of the realised 
performance of 2 cohorts being Q4 2019 and Q1 2020;       Source: TXN Data; US Only 

We have seen some of these trends play out in the past, as we improved the customer 
value proposition over time

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Q4 Q8 Q16Q12

60%

20%

Q4 2019 - Q3 2020

Q4 2018 - Q3 2019

Q4 2016 - Q3 2017

Q4 2017 - Q3 2018

40%

Net Revenue Retention by Cohort
(US only)
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We are on track to meet our midterm growth ambitions

€10 BNREVENUE

10-15%AEBITDA MARGIN

Best-in-classFCF Conversion



24CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: *Total addressable market. 
**+33m new markets and +5m via value brandsʼ TAM expansion in AU and CA. 

With the current product portfolio and price point we target c.176m households 
globally

US International

77m 99m

3.5m 3.5m

4.5 % 3.5 %

TAM*

Active Customers

Current Penetration

Assumptions

- Top 60% with value brand, top 40% 
all other**

- +1m Norway, +11m Italy, +21m Japan 

- Households who placed at least one 
order in the last quarter (Q3 ʻ21) 

TAM Penetration
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Over time our target audience has increased quite dramatically as we added new 
geographies and new brands
Target Audience

2015 2017 2019 20202016 2018

49 M

35 M

77 M

99 M
US households
International households

  +10%

Australia

2021

TAM Penetration
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Due to continued TAM expansion, our revenue has grown much faster than our 
penetration levels

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group
Revenue

Group 
Penetration

Revenue Growth vs. TAM Penetration Growth
 [index to 2015 baseline]



27CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Notes: 1: Italy & Japan; 2: All other markets being ~60% of Group TAM households ; 3: Advanced Markets represent the 
markets with the highest active customer penetration in the Group, which comprise ~20% of Group TAM households

TAM Penetration 
[in % of advanced markets penetration]

Just by catching up to the most penetrated markets, we have significant upside

+6.7m 
Addl. Customer Opportunity

(just by growing penetration in new 
and emerging markets to that of our 

advanced markets)

1.
New 

Markets1
Emerging 
Markets2

Advanced 
Markets3

2.

3.

TAM Penetration



28CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |* Real terms price improvement vs. 2016

Our growth in meal kit penetration is driven by continued improvements in 
convenience, selection and value

20212016

CONVENIENCE
[DELIVERY TIME]

Mid Term

>5 days 4 days 2-3 days

THE WORLDʼS LEADING, 
FULLY INTEGRATED 

FOOD SOLUTIONS GROUP

TAM Penetration



29CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |* Real terms price improvement vs. 2016

Our growth in meal kit penetration is driven by continued improvements in 
convenience, selection and value

20212016

CONVENIENCE
[DELIVERY TIME]

SELECTION
[RECIPES; PLANS]

Mid Term

>5 days

6 recipes | 2 plans 
| Single brand

4 days

35 recipes | 4-6 plans 
| Multi-brand

2-3 days

50-100 recipes 
| Full market rollout

THE WORLDʼS LEADING, 
FULLY INTEGRATED 

FOOD SOLUTIONS GROUP

TAM Penetration



30CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |* Real terms price improvement vs. 2016

Our growth in meal kit penetration is driven by continued improvements in 
convenience, selection and value

20212016

CONVENIENCE
[DELIVERY TIME]

SELECTION
[RECIPES; PLANS]

VALUE
[PRICE VS MARKET]*

Mid Term

>5 days

6 recipes | 2 plans 
| Single brand

Baseline

4 days

35 recipes | 4-6 plans 
| Multi-brand

-20% to -30%

2-3 days

50-100 recipes 
| Full market rollout

-25% to -40%

THE WORLDʼS LEADING, 
FULLY INTEGRATED 

FOOD SOLUTIONS GROUP

TAM Penetration
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*Company data - Being the reactivation % of total conversions for longest-standing markets (DE, AU, BENELUX, GB) in the 
given quarter; Reactivation is a cancelled customer who restarts their subscription plan. Pausing and unpausing 
customers are not treated as cancelled.

Reactivations 
[in % of total conversions]*

In more established markets, reactivations will play an increasing role in driving 
higher penetration levels

Mid Term

Reactivations already reached ~ 1/3 of 
conversions in mature geos

Share of reactivations will continue to grow, 
driven by:
➔ Higher base of former customers
➔ Increase in market maturity
➔ Increased CRM sophistication
➔ Product and service improvements

2016 2018 Q1-20 Q2-20 to 
Q2-21

Q3-21 2025-E

15%

25%

34%

26%

35%

40-50%

Pandemic new 
customer 

acceleration

TAM Penetration
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New Geos
[since 2018]

New Brands New Verticals

Our TAM expansion strategy focuses on entering adjacent customer, product, or 
geographic segments where we can apply our strong capabilities

25% of Group Revenue as 
of Q3 2021

TAM Expansion
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We will continue our pace of geographic expansion with 2-3 additional geographies in 
2022

+2

+1

+1

TAM Expansion



34CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: Top 40% of total households are counted for total addressable households

Total addressable households: 
+21.2m

Currently served region: 
86% coverage

Total addressable households: 
+10.5m 

Currently served region: 
78% coverage

We recently added two large new geographies: still early stage but with huge 
potential

HelloFresh Italy HelloFresh Japan

TAM Expansion
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Beyond meal kits, we are unlocking an entirely new customer segment by entering 
the RTE space

The acquisition of Factor and YouFoodz ...

… unlocks more male customers, single households and convenience seekers

TAM Expansion
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The RTE market opportunity is significant, and we will continue the rollout of the 
format with an organic international launch in 2022

RTE Opportunity Organic RTE International Launch

The HelloFresh Group RTE network
Huge TAM: $162bn globally*

Online share is still small

D2C products superior for health 
and convenience

1

2

3

TAM Expansion
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We have mastered “weeknight dinners” - the ideal entry point to a more 
comprehensive relationship with consumers

Monetization

High level of consideration/ 
Anxiety

Low level of 
consideration/ Anxiety

High level of 
planning/ 
Routine

Low level of 
planning/ 

Routine
LUNCH

(AT WORK)

WEEKNIGHT DINNERS

SNACKS

WEEKEND 
DINNERS

BREAKFAST

LUNCH (AT HOME)
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HelloFresh Market offers our customers a more comprehensive portfolio of food 
solutions 

Solution-oriented

High value add

Fresh, consumed this week

Monetization
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1: Pre-launch of Market Concept across all customer loyalty cohorts;  2: Rolling 13 weeks to Nov ʻ21 across all customer loyalty cohorts; 
3: Unit Uptake represents the total number of units added divided by the total  number of customer orders. Data is for BE and NL markets to the nearest 10%; 
4. Customers with  >6 months of orders (consecutively and non-consecutively)

Assortment Expansion
[#Add-on Units on offer, BNL only]

In our test markets, HelloFresh Market has continued to develop well, already 
trebling sales of add-ons since launch 

Q1-201 Last Quarter2

+400

13

c.30x

Monetization

400+

Unit Uptake3

[Rounded, in % of total orders, BNL only]

Q1-201 Last Quarter2

~10%

~30%

~40%

Higher Loyalty4

All Customers
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In 2022, weʼll expand HelloFresh Market to more regions, whilst continuing to build 
the underlying proposition

1.

2.

4 new markets

40CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |

3.

Further assortment 
expansion, and private label 

buildout

Optimize discoverability, 
pricing and personalization

Monetization
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       SWAP      UPGRADE      ADD

In addition to HelloFresh Market, we are deepening our role in weeknight dinners by 
expanding our “modular recipe” feature

Monetization

Increase order rate Increase AOV Increase AOV
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Our portfolio of additional products are expected to drive 15-20% of Group revenue in 
the mid-term, from c.6% today

HelloFresh Market

Modular recipes

Recipe upgrades

Extra meals 

Main DriversRevenue Evolution - Up & Cross-Sell Products
[in % of total revenue]

Today Mid-Term

c. 6%

15-20%

Monetization
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We are firmly on track to meet the midterm growth ambitions laid out in our 2020 
Capital Markets Day

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Last Mile

We are investing heavily into our internal capabilities to increase our competitive 
moat and to create the platform for long term growth

Capacity Expansion

New Verticals M&A 

Technology



46CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |2020 sites include acquired sites of Factor

At the close of 2020 our fulfilment network gave us an unrivalled geographic reach

Status 2020



47CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |New includes acquired sites of Youfoodz

15 new FCs 
in 2 years

Status 2022

Since then, our production facility playbook has allowed us to expand capacity at 
unprecedented speed



48CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |*Figures do not include acquired Youfoodz production facilities 

Our fulfilment footprint is set to increase 2.5x over a 2 year period, giving us 
theoretical capacity for €10bn revenue by end of 2022

Segment Capacity
[in k sqm production space, US]

Segment Capacity*
[in k sqm production space, INT]

Q3-20 Q3-21 FY-22E Q3-20 Q3-21 FY-22E

113

196

284

101

167

267

101

2.6x 2.5x
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Additional capacity delivers growth, productivity, and allows for new product 
development

Reclaim capacity lead on revenue growth✔

2x automation concept launches in 2022

Improved operational flexibility

Higher velocity of product innovation 

Less reliance on higher cost, distressed 
fulfilment options 

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Our global blueprint allows us to launch efficient logistics solutions wherever it 
makes sense to do so by taking a total cost of ownership approach

Capability in 5 major geographies

Existing in-house technology solutions

Operations playbook from Benelux and 
Australian markets

Build out of sortation and service hubs

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Operating our own fleet extends our control of the customer experience, with 
greater scope for efficiency and margin opportunities

Service Level: 
● Error rate at 0.4%, main competitor is between 1% and 1.5%. 

(you may be able to get someone in CC or an analytics team 
to pull logistics error rates in AU for the last 5 years which will 
show an extremely steep cliff not long after we bought BC and 
another when we introduced the sorter)

● Crisis Management: We had huge disturbances to our supply 
chain in the last 3 months that we were able to adapt to 
resulting in minimal impact on the error rate. If we had 
worked with a 3PL we could have had the situation where our 
provider gives priority to other clients.

● Customer Care Integration: Much faster response time that 
results in better customer satisfaction.

Costs: 
● Savings by bringing the margin in house but also getting the 

direct benefits of any economy of scale. We also reduce 
operating costs by using synergies between HF logistics like 
producing boxes in delivery order to reduce sorting time and 
labor.

● Third party revenue streams - delivering for non-HF clients 
makes the business profitable while HF volume fills the 
density to lower the cost per drop (more deliveries per van 
within a reasonable shift).

Innovate and streamline:
● Unique partner: Reduce the need for multiple logistics 

partners (to reduce risk/dependency). Any new 
initiatives/projects put in place will need to be replicated for 
each partner making roll out timelines much longer.

● Significantly quicker Innovation - Items such as next day 
delivery, in hand delivery, on demand delivery, electric vans 
become significantly easier to test

Logistics Success Rate Australia
(post Be Cool acquisition)

98.9%

99.7%

202120202019

Service level ownership

Cost and revenue opportunity

Speed and ease of innovation

1

2

3
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HelloFresh is a tech company: Our bespoke solutions make every function at 
HelloFresh perform better 

Core Platform Elements

Physical Product Supply Chain Marketing Digital Product
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Outcomes:   Improved customer satisfaction   |   Better order rate   |   Lower menu cost  

Example - Physical Product: Our menu-planning algorithms power the weekly 
optimisation of recipe design and menu variety for a given margin target

From a highly manual process... … to algorithmic optimization
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OutputData Inputs

Procurement data
Production data

Logistics data 

i.e. geometric shape & 
max. internal volume data 
on 21,000 ingredient SKU; 

temperature, 
distance, 

...

Example - Supply Chain: Our dynamic packaging configurator allows us to optimize 
packaging and thereby reduce our environmental footprint and save costs

Outcome:   Reduced environmental footprint   |   Cost savings

Primary Outcome: Right-sized box + coolant amount

Secondary Outcome: Optimized pallet & truck volume 
utilization
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www.hellofresh.com

Example - Marketing: Sophisticated server to server tracking allows HFG to lower 
CACs and mitigate against device tracking (IDFA) changes 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14md8H8dtqCurUIW7QgWAK3kg_
lNSHI10jDMy_Xhkksw/edit?usp=sharing

https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/MGT/pages/2934308994/Face
book+AU+Subscription+Alpha+-+recurring+payments#Experiment-I---positiv
e-signals-with-recurring-payments

Outcomes:   Cheaper CAC  |  Much better data control 

Slow embedded, unchecked tracking Faster & more control

...

www.hellofresh.com
...

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14md8H8dtqCurUIW7QgWAK3kg_lNSHI10jDMy_Xhkksw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14md8H8dtqCurUIW7QgWAK3kg_lNSHI10jDMy_Xhkksw/edit?usp=sharing
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/MGT/pages/2934308994/Facebook+AU+Subscription+Alpha+-+recurring+payments#Experiment-I---positive-signals-with-recurring-payments
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/MGT/pages/2934308994/Facebook+AU+Subscription+Alpha+-+recurring+payments#Experiment-I---positive-signals-with-recurring-payments
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/MGT/pages/2934308994/Facebook+AU+Subscription+Alpha+-+recurring+payments#Experiment-I---positive-signals-with-recurring-payments
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Example - Digital Product: Rapid digital experimentation allows us to build a stronger 
ecosystem, learning across a diverse portfolio of geographies and brands

200+ experiments per month1 

~ 54,000 participants per experiment1

Success rate outperforms benchmark

1

2

3

Graphic: Menu multi-preference funnel test
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Example: Constant experimentation delivers incremental gains that compound over 
time

Recipe Sorting
[top recommendations based on 

(dietary) preferences]

Recipe Sorting
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rlkq2siG
U5DTAGuUm0t8UyQ45Kn02tWq4ixOe3eJIZg/edi
t#slide=id.p

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m2oSX2
Jv2qcgUpX9zNcbR8F7XsvCiIKiJXgYOqcHYIk/edi
t#slide=id.ge8f83b9ee6_0_64

Fraud Management
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nrPMm_
agZQuoUCvMyQVcD7vWpttwDHOpc3krBKTZjbc/
edit#slide=id.gf7edb55866_0_9873

Box Shipping Price Test
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pag
es/1142915125/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+D
E+Web+Experiment

https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pag
es/1147503123/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+A
U+Web+Experiment

Results
DE +8%, AU +10, CA +10% in CR = dollar 
efficiency

Price Testing Framework
[inc/ excl. shipping fee]

€6.67/ serving
&

Free Shipping

€5.80/ serving
&

€5.00 Shipping

Fraud Management
[credit scoring model]

vs.

Credit scoring model 
recommends which 
customers to service

Xvs. vs.

Note: All visualizations are exemplary only

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rlkq2siGU5DTAGuUm0t8UyQ45Kn02tWq4ixOe3eJIZg/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rlkq2siGU5DTAGuUm0t8UyQ45Kn02tWq4ixOe3eJIZg/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rlkq2siGU5DTAGuUm0t8UyQ45Kn02tWq4ixOe3eJIZg/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m2oSX2Jv2qcgUpX9zNcbR8F7XsvCiIKiJXgYOqcHYIk/edit#slide=id.ge8f83b9ee6_0_64
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m2oSX2Jv2qcgUpX9zNcbR8F7XsvCiIKiJXgYOqcHYIk/edit#slide=id.ge8f83b9ee6_0_64
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m2oSX2Jv2qcgUpX9zNcbR8F7XsvCiIKiJXgYOqcHYIk/edit#slide=id.ge8f83b9ee6_0_64
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nrPMm_agZQuoUCvMyQVcD7vWpttwDHOpc3krBKTZjbc/edit#slide=id.gf7edb55866_0_9873
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nrPMm_agZQuoUCvMyQVcD7vWpttwDHOpc3krBKTZjbc/edit#slide=id.gf7edb55866_0_9873
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nrPMm_agZQuoUCvMyQVcD7vWpttwDHOpc3krBKTZjbc/edit#slide=id.gf7edb55866_0_9873
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1142915125/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+DE+Web+Experiment
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1142915125/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+DE+Web+Experiment
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1142915125/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+DE+Web+Experiment
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1147503123/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+AU+Web+Experiment
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1147503123/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+AU+Web+Experiment
https://hellofresh.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PA/pages/1147503123/Box+Shipping+Pricing+Test+-+AU+Web+Experiment


58CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: Tech Team Growth from 2021 to 2022 in FTE, global

We see so much opportunity and are investing heavily. Weʼre planning to double our 
technology workforce across 6 global tech hubs

+1000  
new tech rolesBerlin

New York

Toronto Chicago

Sydney

Boulder



59CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |1: Production Growth 175% from Q4-20 to Q3-21

2013

Founded 
Chicago, IL

2020

Acquisition 
by HFG

2015

East Coast 
expansion

2018

West Coast 
expansion

2021

Production 
growth of 175%1

Steak with Roasted 
Sweet Potatoes Mustard Salmon Brisket Ropa Vieja Spicy Turkey Poblano Grassfed Burger with 

Tomato Bacon Chutney Stuffed Pork Tenderloin

Factor is a strong case study on the application of HFGʼs capabilities to new adjacent 
markets



60CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |1:CAC excl. discount; 2: Shipping & packaging cost per box; 3: Conversion rate vs. the start of the year 

Adopt HelloFresh marketing 
acquisition capabilities

Leverage economies of scale for 
common operating areas

Migrate to HelloFresh 
technology infrastructure

1

2

3

By pairing Factorʼs manufacturing and product development expertise with 
HelloFreshʼs world class D2C capabilities, post M&A synergies are significant

54% CAC reduction1

16% savings2

37% conversion uplift3  



61CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Source: US TXN Credit Card data. Factor revenue consolidated in HelloFresh numbers from Q1-21
*2021 year on year revenue growth

The results provide clear evidence that the capabilities established while building 
leadership of the meal-kit space are transferable

Factor Market Share Development
(in % of revenue share)

Current Position

#1 RTE player

3.5x revenue growth*

Expanded product 
offer

1

2

3
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Our Roadmap

● Continue to scale our operations and ease 
current capacity constraints

● Continue to leverage HelloFresh technical 
capabilities to improve customer digital 
experience

● Excited to support potential organic launches
in other HF territories

● Confident that Factor will deliver on the 
mid-term group margin targets

Weʼre excited to support future growth of the RTE category globally
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Last Mile

We are investing heavily into our internal capabilities to increase our competitive 
moat and to create the platform for long term growth

Capacity Expansion

New Verticals M&A 

Technology
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1. Our Addressable Market

2. Progress on Mid-Term Objectives

3. Scaling our Capabilities & Infrastructure

4. Sustainability Update

5. Financials and Indicative Outlook

6. Q&A
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Our Ambition
 

To provide the most sustainable 
food solution at scale to our customers 

across all of the markets we are operating in.



Progress 
against our 

2020 
Commitments

1

2

6

3

Achieve ISO-50001 certification
➔ Certification for energy efficiency management

Materiality Assessment
➔ Improve compliance with sustainability reporting 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
➔ Identify areas of improvement or risk in the life-cycle

Supply Chain Risk Mitigation
➔ Run extensive assessment of HF supply chain

Plastic Bank
➔ 3-years investment to launch 3 recycling sites

Energy Strategy
➔ Strong focus on solar panel installation & green energy

4

5

✔

✔

✔

✔

Ongoing

✔
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We have set ambitious public targets to achieve our goal of providing the most 
sustainable food solution at scale to our customers across all markets

Target 1  
Reduce carbon emissions per euro revenue in our facilities by 
at least 60% by 2022 (2019 baseline)

Our 
Commitment

Target 2  
Reduce food waste to landfill per euro revenue by 
at least 50% by 2022 (2019 baseline)

Carbon Neutrality
In 2020, HelloFresh became the first global carbon-neutral meal kit 
company committing to offset all the direct carbon emissions 



68CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |*From 2021, Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) will account as reduction to our footprint in line with recommended 
best practices in carbon accounting

Carbon Emissions in HFG Operations 
[Global; in gCO2/€ - Actuals vs. Target]

We are well on track to meet our target to reduce carbon emissions per euro revenue - 
a significant achievement for HFG!

Renewable Energy Credit
Direct Emissions

2022 
Target

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

7.6

4.6

3.3

2.3
1.9
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1: Renewable Energy Credits; 2: Other Renewable Energy; 3: Benelux only, 4: Links energy policy with indirect 
procurement policy

Renewable Energy 
[HF Operations; 

Consumption by energy type]

This journey is underpinned by the roll out of a number of ambitious environmental 
initiatives 

Electrification of 
Delivery fleet

[% of routes done emission-free3]

Energy Policy
[Preliminary roll-out of energy 

management policies]

1. Energy as a selection criteria 
for equipment & suppliers4 

2. Sustainability guidelines for 
the design of new production 
sites

3. Energy training for staff

4. Best practices sharing across 
markets

1

2

3

4
1%

20%

2020 Novʼ212020 2021E

Other 
RE2

REC1

58%

21%

79%

19%

36%

55%
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 Food Waste  
[Global, in grams per € revenue]*

* Food waste to landfill

Extrinsic and intrinsic circumstances have slowed down our food waste to landfill 
reduction progress at the beginning of the year

Managing additional complexity in 
the global supply chain

Key Challenges

Accelerated capacity ramp-up

Introduction of HelloFresh Market 
and add-ons 

Ambitious 2022 benchmark

2019 2020 Q1-21 Q2-21 Q3-21

2022 
target

0.60

0.40

0.54
0.52

0.49



71CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |1: Example in Norway, difference measured to 1 week post-introduction , in % of meal-kits produced

In spite of operational challenges, we remain committed to designing food waste out 
of our value chain  

Avoid/ Reduce

Donate

Divert

● Tech solution: Digital meal-kitting platform 
● Outcome: c. 4pp reduction in over-production1

● Donate high-quality, over-produced meals to local community 
● Outcome: +6k tons of food donations globally

● Set up fulfillment center to have “0% food waste to landfill” from day 1
● Partner with local farms or biogas producers from day 1 (e.g. HF-Italy)
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The primary focus to date has been on running more sustainable operations, while 
growing the business exponentially 

Upstream

Meal choices
Packaging disposal
At home food waste

HFG Operations

Food Production
Inbound Transport

Supplier Sustainability

Warehouses (Storage & Kitting)
Outbound Shipping

Packaging

Downstream

Primary Focus Secondary Focus

At HelloFresh, we are ready for the next step in our sustainability journey

Min. Standards
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How are we thinking about sustainability going forward?

0

2

1

3

We conduct dynamic materiality assessments to uncover risks, opportunities and impacts

Strive for operational excellence on direct environmental topics

Invest in initiatives across the whole value chain (beyond operations)

Further institutionalize social aspects, through transparency and reporting

Working towards achieving best in class ESG governance & reporting standards
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We continue to broaden our initiatives to reduce packaging waste 

Dynamic Packaging Configurator 

Award winning in-house developed digital tool 

Bundles data points from production, 
procurement and logistics 

Optimizes optimal packaging size 
using ingredients volumes 

Reduce Overall Packaging Replace plastic packaging with paper1 2

Packing per meal, in grams, DACH only

Switch of rice & grains packaging to paper in April 
saved c. 16 tonnes of plastic packaging to date
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Examples include:

Linerless Boxes

Removing the insulation from the box 
where the temperature profile in the 

shipping lane is adequate

NEW

Ice Reduction 

Data tool to improve on the "worst-case" 
allocation logic for reducing the amount 

of ice per box

              Reusable containers 

Policy in place to move all strategic 
suppliers to deliver produce in reusable 

containers

WIP NEW
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On sustainable sourcing, we are pushing global minimum standards and selected 
initiatives at the local level

Global minimum 
standards 

Different regulatory frameworks 
and standards across markets 

Partly different consumer priorities 
and expectations across different 
markets 

Key Challenges

Regional 
initiatives 

Mid term 
roadmap 

● Ethical trading policy
● Global certification for 

product and producers
● Animal welfare standards
● Traceability

● Regional sourcing
● Alignment with market / 

customer expectations

● Further increase produce and 
producers standards

● Supplier audit 

Mitigation

Large field with a multitude of 
very different themes



77CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Notes: 1. Chosen by non-vegetarians in Q3; 2: Klimahelden tags recipes which emit at least 50% less CO2e than the 
average HelloFresh recipe

We facilitate healthier and more sustainable choices through availability of recipes 
and data empowerment

Increase vegan / 
vegetarian availability

Enable informed 
“Climate Hero Recipe” 

choices 

1

2

Initiatives

Min. 5 ʻveggieʼ slots per week 
Onboarding  vegan / meat 

substitute SKUs

Modularity introduction

Pilot Project Germany
Climate-labelling initiative 

to help customers 
better understand the 

carbon impact of their choices2

➔ 9% Vegetarian customers
➔ 27% Vegetarian recipes sold
➔ 15.4% Vegetarian meal choice1

➔ 2M+  Vegan meals shipped
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We are further institutionalizing the social initiatives we already have in place

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

HUMAN CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT

DATA PRIVACY & 
SECURITY

PRODUCT SAFETY & 
QUALITY

Volunteering and donation 
opportunities

DE&I, Development, 
Health & Safety

Data management, 
governance and consumer 

rights 

Ethical trading policy and 
supplier engagement
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We strive to achieve best in class ESG Governance

Established a dedicated ESG Board 
SubcommitteeBoard oversight

Sustainability targets included in 
managementʼs remuneration Management accountability

ESG and Governance-focused 
roadshows plannedIncreased investor engagement

Integrating ʻinside outʼ and ʻoutside inʼ 
ESG risks into our ERM systemRisk management



Our 
sustainability 
goals  for the 

future

Food Waste
➔ Add anaerobic digestion or composting options to all DCs

➔ Launch all new markets/DCs with waste minimization and 
landfill diversion options in place

Emission Targets
➔ Commit in 2022 to setting science-based targets

Energy Strategy
➔ Build 3MW solar plant in new DACH distribution centre site

➔ Roll out of electric fleet to other geographies

Food Procurement
➔ Track recipe-level GHG footprint

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
➔ Create end-to-end transparency and quantifiable analytics 

frameworks

➔ Embedding DE&I into our L&D strategy for all employees

1

2

3

4

5
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1. Our Addressable Market

2. Progress on Mid-Term Objectives

3. Scaling our Capabilities & Infrastructure

4. Sustainability Update

5. Financials and Indicative Outlook

6. Q&A



82CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: *2021 expected growth is indicative only and based on the 57-62% growth 2021FY Guidance

We have delivered 10 years of consistently strong revenue growth...

Revenue over time (€m) ~€5.9bn*

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021E

€0.3bn
€0.6bn

€0.9bn
€1.3bn

€1.8bn

€3.8bn

~ €5.9bn*



83CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note: *2021 expected growth is indicative only and based on the 8.25%-10.25% margin 2021FY Guidance

...while building one of the most profitable E-Commerce businesses

AEBITDA over time (€m)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021E*
€(116)m

€(90)m
€(70)m €(55)m

€47m

€505m
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We remain firmly on track to achieve our midterm goals by 2025

€10 BNREVENUE

10-15%AEBITDA MARGIN

Best-in-classFCF Conversion
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Today, we will deep dive on three topics

1

2

3

Unit Economics

2022 Indicative Outlook

Mid-term Progression
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∑

Our unit economics represent the cumulative contribution profit we realise on 
average per customer

Unit economics

Customer 
Profitability

CAC

Cum. profit over time

Upfront investment

AOVi  
Variable

Contribution 
Margini    

Order 
Ratei

xx

i = 1

n

Retentionix

=
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Delivery
(# boxes)

We realise a positive contribution profit from the 2nd order onwards, increasing 
strongly as the customer rolls off initial price incentives

1 2 3 4 8 ......

Gross 
AOV Net AOV 

=

AOV 
in €

Note:  Based on 2021 YTD (Jan - Sep) Group data
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Delivery
(# boxes)

We realise a positive contribution profit from the 2nd order onwards, increasing 
strongly as the customer rolls off initial price incentives

1 2 3 4 8 ......

Gross 
AOV Net AOV 

=

AOV 
in €

-

(Marginal) COGS
+ FF

=

Marginal 
Contribution

Profit

Note:  Based on 2021 YTD (Jan - Sep) Group data



89CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |Note:  Based on Group data from 2021 YTD (Q1 - Q3) and 2019 respectively

Marketing Payback Periods
[Cumulative Cohort Contribution Profit minus CAC over time]

Our time to breakeven and ROI of our growth marketing expenditure has further 
improved vs. an already strong pre-pandemic benchmark

Increase in ROI from already healthy levels driven by 
- Increase in AOV
- Increase in retention
- Increase in order rates

This more than offsets a temporary compression in 
contribution margin

6M 12M

2021-YTD

2019

Break-even periods meaningfully below 6 months
- Of which reactivations quasi immediately break-even

Increase in ROI from already healthy 2019 levels driven by 
- Increase in AOV
- Increase in retention
- Increase in order rates

This more than offsets a temporary compression in 
contribution margin



90CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |*weighted average of quarterly data over Q1-Q3 2021

Indicative revenue target

Active 
Customers

AOV

2022 indicative outlook: We are targeting 20-26% (Constant Currency) revenue 
growth in 2022

7.3M*

EUR 50.2* +c. 4 - 7% 

Continued robust growth, with an assumed 
normal seasonality

Primarily driven by expansion of HF Market, 
recipe upgrades, modular recipes, more meals

9M 2021 2022 E

20-26% CC
Revenue Growth

AOR 4.0* Expected to broadly stabilize at historically 
high level



91CAPITAL MARKETS DAY DEC 2021    |*excl. share based compensation. All figures expressed as % of Net Revenue

Our 2022 contribution margin will be impacted by continued capacity ramp-up and is 
subject to near-term cost inflation and volatility

Procurement 
Expenses

Fulfilment 
Expenses

Comments

(40.6)%* 

(34.2)%*

- Ongoing ramp-up of capacity & new markets
- Wage increases
- Largely offset by production efficiencies in H2 

Ingredient price inflation in H1 2022; 
development thereafter more uncertain

9M 2021 2022 E

Contribution 
Margin 25.6%* Down vs. 9-month 2021
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2022 Relative marketing spend broadly in line with 2021 ytd; G&A primarily driven by 
growth investments in tech teams and infrastructure

Comments

Marketing

G&A

9M 2021 2022 E Comments

(3.7%)*

(14.5%)*
Continued high ROI

HFG benefits from broad channel mix, adtech 
sophistication and increasing share of 

reactivations

Significant further ramp-up of tech and data 
teams

*excl. share based compensation. All figures are % of Net Revenue
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Indicative AEBITDA Outlook 
[in €m]

Consistent growth spend and near term cost 
headwinds implies 2022E AEBITDA is expected 
to be broadly in line with 2021E

Includes >€(140)m negative AEBITDA contribution for 
ramp-up of new/ non-HF brands, new markets and 
growth of global tech teams

Despite continued growth spend and transitory cost headwinds, we are targeting an 
absolute 2022 AEBITDA broadly in line with 2021E

~€ 500m

~€ 580m

2022E2021E

AEBITDA margin of developed businesses in each 
segment (combined markets > 3 years after launch in 
Intl and HF brand in US) expected to remain above 10%  
in 2022
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Indicative CAPEX Outlook 
[in €m]

To capitalize on our long-term growth opportunity, we plan to c. double investment in 
2022

~€ 450m

~€ 550m

Continued capacity build-out in the US
- At least 2 additional HF brand fulfilment centers
- Additional capacity for EveryPlate and GreenChef
- Further meaningful capacity addition for Factor

INTL production expansion in
- Germany, UK, France, Australia, Nordics, Canada
- Organic launch of ready-to-eat in the first INTL market

Capex plan includes > €200m earmarked for further 
automation roll out

2022E2021E
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  AEBITDA Development 
  [in % Net Revenue]

Our mid-term margin outlook remains unchanged as we have plenty of levers to 
structurally expand profitability

c. 9%

>> 10%

2021E Marketing 
efficiency

2025E2022EGrowth investments 
and transitory 

headwinds

COGS Prod. 
productivity

Maturing
new geos/ brands 

Scale 
efficiencies

- Optimization 
of recently 
launched FCs

- Standalone 
productivity 
increases

- Additional 
automation 
roll-out

- Increased 
share of 
reactivations

- Lower relative 
share of new 
customers

From upfront 
growth investment 
phase towards 
profitability
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For any enquiries please contact the HelloFresh IR team at: 

ir@hellofresh.com

mailto:ir@hellofresh.com

